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ABSTRACTMost AI researh on sienti� model onstrution aimsto automate this proess using disovery tehniques.In ontrast, we desribe an interative environment formodel onstrution that lets the user onstrut, edit,and visualize sienti� models, use them to make pre-ditions, and all on disovery methods to revise themin ways that better �t the available data. The envi-ronment relies on a new formalism that embeds mathe-matial equations, whih are familiar to many sientists,within distint proesses, whih an enode bakgroundknowledge used to onstrain model revision. We reportinitial studies on eosystem modeling that suggest thisenvironment is more e�etive than earlier approahesand more transparent to users. In losing, we disussrelated work on modeling environments and model re-vision, then suggest diretions for future researh.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.6 [Simulation and Modeling℄: Model Development
General TermsDesign, Human Fators, Languages
1. IntroductionOver the past deade, omputational approahes to si-enti� disovery have progressed to the stage where theyhave ontributed to �nding new knowledge in a varietyof sienti� disiplines [8℄. However, nearly all researhon omputational disovery has aimed at generatingknowledge automatially, whereas sientists generallyprefer omputational tools to assist in data analysisand model development, as Shneiderman [17℄ has pro-
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posed. We need more work on software environmentsthat support interation between domain sientists anddisovery algorithms, thus drawing on the strengths ofeah one. We envision a omputational framework thatlets a sientist formulate a model, generate its predi-tions, detet anomalies, and alter the model in response.The sientist would devise the initial model and guidehigh-level deisions about iterative re�nement, with theomputer handling preditions, �ne-grained searh, andother steps that are easily automated.Another reent trend has been the inorporation of do-main knowledge in ways that onstrain the disoveryproess, thus direting their searh for models and en-suring their output is more ommuniable to domainsientists. However, the notations used to enode thisbakground knowledge are not as transparent to domainexperts as one would like. For instane, Todorovski andD~zeroski's [20℄ LaGramge states bakground knowl-edge as ontext-free grammars, whih few sientists aninterpret easily, and Bannai et al.'s [1℄ `views' have asimilar drawbak. A di�erent problem ours with Saitoet al.'s [16℄ approah, whih requires a di�erent errorfuntion for eah revision task. We need a frameworkthat asts domain onstraints in ommuniable termsand that requires no tuning for di�erent problems.In this paper we introdue Prometheus, an environ-ment that addresses both of these hallenges. As wewill desribe shortly, the system inorporates a formal-ism for speifying models and bakground knowledgein terms of quantitative proesses, whih play a rolein many sienti� aounts. The environment also in-ludes tools for onstruting, visualizing, and editingsuh proess models, for utilizing them in preditivesimulation, and for onstrained revision in response toobservations, thus supporting the iterative re�nementof sienti� models. We demonstrate these apabilitiesin the ontext of revising a partial model of the Earth'seosystem, and we ompare our results with earlier onesfor this problem. We onlude by disussing the relatedwork on simulation and disovery, along with diretionsfor future researh in this important area.



2. A Process Modeling LanguageAs we have noted, existing omputational approahesto sienti� disovery generate knowledge in terms ofnumeri equations or other formalisms familiar to si-entists. However, these notations often leave impliit anaspet that plays an important role in many sienti��elds { the notion of a proess . To inorporate this ideainto our disovery framework, we designed a languagethat supports quantitative equations but that organizesthem into expliit proesses.1Models in our formalism onsist of variables and pro-esses that relate them. Eah proess expresses ausalrelations between its input and output variables throughone or more di�erential equations (if a proess involveshange over time) or algebrai equations (if it involvesinstantaneous e�ets). Furthermore, a proess may in-lude onditions, stated as threshold tests on variables,whih desribe the preonditions that must be satis�edfor the proess to be ative.Consequently, a proess model onsists of a set of pro-esses that link observable variables with eah other,possibly through unobserved theoretial terms. Manyexamples from the literature suggest that sientists of-ten think in this manner. For instane, proesses likeuid ow, boiling, and motion our in many physi-al models, whereas proesses like growth, deay, andpredation play an important role in biology. Furtherevidene that proesses are prominent in siene omesfrom Cartier et al. [2℄, whose study of the strutureof sienti� models indiated that they typially relateobservable or theoretial terms through the proessesin whih they partiipate. Moreover, they emphasizedthat models an be used to explain and predit phe-nomena, something that our framework also supports.The notion of proess models has also arisen in AI re-searh on qualitative physis. Our formalism borrowsmany ideas from Forbus' [5℄ Qualitative Proess The-ory, whih also organized ausal relations into proesseswith ativation onditions. However, his frameworkast these relations as qualitative inuenes, whereasours takes the form of numeri equations, eah of whihassoiates a dependent variable with a mathematialformula that involves zero or more inuening variables.Thus, ausal dependenies in the model are made ex-pliit through the equations assoiated with eah pro-ess. Sine the use of an intermediate term inside aproess would hide a ausal relation, we expressly dis-allow suh `loal variables'.The Prometheus environment lets a user display theausal struture of a proess model, as Figure 1 illus-trates. Note that variables are shown as ovals and pro-esses as retangular boxes, while arrows depit ausal1We fous here on ontinuous proesses from sienti� do-mains, rather than disrete proesses, suh as those foundin manufaturing and business.

Table 1: A quantitative proess model of massand temperature hange in an ie-water system.model WaterPhaseChange;variables temp, heat, ie mass, water mass;observables temp, heat, ie mass, water mass;proess ie warming;onditions ie mass > 0, temp < 0;equations d[temp,t℄ = heat/(0.0021 * ie mass);proess ie melting;onditions ie mass > 0, temp == 0;equations d[ie mass,t℄ = �(18 * heat)/6.02,d[water mass,t℄ = (18 * heat)/6.02;proess water warming;onditions ie mass == 0, water mass > 0,temp >= 0, temp < 100;equations d[temp,t℄ = heat/(0.0042 * water mass);inuenes. An arrow from a proess to a variable indi-ates the latter's value is a�eted by that proess. Sim-ilarly, an arrow from a variable to a proess shows theproess uses that variable as input. The Prometheusenvironment also lets the user inspet and edit individ-ual proesses, as the box in the lower orner reveals.We will return to this example in Setion 5, but we anbest illustrate the use of our modeling language with asimpler instane. Table 1 shows a simple proess modelfor the hanges in an ie-water system as a funtionof the heat put into it. The model inludes three pro-esses, one (ie warming) ative when the ie mass isnonzero and the system temperature is less than zerodegrees Celsius, another (ie melting) when the ie massis nonzero and the temperature is zero degrees, and athird (water warming) when all the ie has melted andthe temperature is between zero and 100 degrees. The�rst and third proesses inuene only the temperature,whereas the seond proess a�ets only the masses ofie and water. The notational onvention for equationsis similar to that used in mathematial software, withd[temp,t,1℄ denoting the �rst-order derivative of tempwith respet to t (time).The previous omments should onvine the reader thatour representation makes lose ontat with the onep-tualization of many sienti� models. Furthermore, theformalism is not only useful for representing sienti�knowledge but also serves as the delarative represen-tation for Prometheus' disovery methods. Thus, thesystem's disoveries are ast in the same proess model-ing language, making its results ommuniable to sien-tists. A �nal advantage of the framework is that the en-vironment an utilize its models, whether hand raftedor system generated, to arry out simulations, and thusprovides integrated support for sienti� modeling.



Figure 1: Sreen shot of a proess model displayed graphially in Prometheus.
3. Simulation and Prediction in PROMETHEUSSientists devise models not only to understand phe-nomena but also to use them for predition and sim-ulation. Moreover, when re�ning a model, the abilityto analyze its behavior often gives valuable insight intoways in whih the model might be improved. For thisreason, Prometheus inludes a module for numerialsimulation and analysis that works diretly on modelsexpressed in its modeling language. This provides thesupport neessary to evaluate the models' �t to obser-vations and to generate preditions for new situations.Simulation inPrometheus involves translating a modelfrom its enoding in the modeling language into a Cprogram. As in some earlier systems (e.g., [6℄, [7℄, [18℄),the translation ours automatially, without user in-tervention, thus freeing the sientist from error-proneimplementation details. Moreover, a sientist's mod-els an hange frequently during their onstrution andrevision. Thus, the ability to alter the high-level spei�-ation of the model, without worrying about implemen-tation details, should aid produtivity onsiderably.The environment supports models that involve only al-gebrai equations and ones that inlude both algebraiand di�erential equations. Sine these have di�erentrequirements, Prometheus generates tailored ode foreah type. For stati models, the system generates aprogram that relies on the standard mathematial li-brary from the C language, sine this is suÆient formaking preditions. For dynami models with di�eren-tial equations, the environment instead generates ode

that invokes CVODE [3℄, a well-known pakage for solv-ing systems of ordinary di�erential equations.2 Simu-lation of stati models proeeds by reading values forthe input variables from a stream of data and omput-ing values for dependent variables for eah set of in-puts. Simulation of dynami models requires solutionof an initial value problem, so the system reads onlythe starting values of input variables from the data �le,then predits a trajetory over time for eah variable.Finally, Prometheus inludes visualization tools to in-spet the results of simulation. One faility lets the userplot the model's preditions for a given variable againstthe observed values to assist in deteting anomalies.Another visualization module modulates a display likeFigure 1 to highlight whih proesses are ative at eahtime step in the simulation, thus letting the user trakthe model's qualitative behavior as onditions hange.
4. Interactive Revision of Scientific ModelsThe onstrution of sienti� models is not a one-stepa�air. A model's developer may revise it many timesafter its initial reation, as new data or knowledge be-ome available. For this reason, Prometheus inludesa module to support the interative revision of an ex-isting model. The key idea is that the user providesonstraints on possible revisions that de�ne a restritedsearh spae, whih the system explores to �nd an im-proved model with a better �t to the data.2Beause onditions in proesses hange the equations in themodel dynamially, our simulator adapts whih equationsare solved aording to whih proesses are ative.



The model revision module relies on the notion of generiproesses that enode relevant bakground knowledge.These di�er from spei� proesses (desribed previ-ously) in that they do not ommit to partiular variablesor parameter values, although they do speify variabletypes and ranges of allowed values. Eah generi pro-ess denotes an entire family of spei� proesses thatrefer to di�erent variables and onstants, and thus en-odes a delarative bias on the spae of equations.We laim that generi proesses and variable types arepowerful tools for stating domain ontent that one aneasily extrat from available knowledge. For example,they have proved useful in our development of popu-lation dynamis models that inorporate proesses forthe growth, death, and predator-prey relations betweenspeies. Generi proesses are appropriate beause on-stants like growth rate, death rate, and predation ratedepend on the speies and eosystem being studied, butthe general onepts reur in many models.The user an request that Prometheus revise a modelby speifying a data �le to examine and indiating whihproesses to onsider altering and whih generi pro-esses to onsider as replaements. After entering revi-sion mode, one liks on proesses in the graphial dis-play to denote they an be revised. For eah suh modelomponent, the system presents a menu of generi pro-esses from whih the user selets possible replaements.Eah andidate has the same number of variables as theoriginal proess, and its variable types are the same as,or higher in the variable taxonomy than, the initial ones.After the user has spei�ed the proesses that Prome-theus should onsider during model revision and thegeneri proesses it should try in their plae, the envi-ronment alls on a subroutine that arries out exhaus-tive searh through the spae of model strutures de-�ned by these onstraints.3 For eah model struture,the system arries out a gradient desent searh for theparameters that provide the best �t to the data.One Prometheus has determined parameters for eahmodel struture, it returns the andidate with the low-est mean squared error as the revised model. The useran aept this revision or retain the original model.In either ase, he an then invoke the revision moduleagain in an e�ort to obtain further improvements, on-tinuing until he is satis�ed with the resulting model.
5. Initial Results on Model RevisionTo demonstrate Prometheus' abilities, we used theenvironment to revise a portion of CASA, an eosystemmodel developed by Potter and Klooster [14℄ at NASAAmes Researh Center. CASA aims to explain the3The version we have desribed invokes the LaGramge [19℄disovery system to arry out this searh, but we are alsoexploring other methods for implementing model revision.

Table 2: Initial model for arbon prodution.model npp;variables NPP,E,IPAR,T1,T2,W,topt,temp,eet,PET,ahi,pet tw m,A,FPARFAS,monthly solar,days per month,fas ndvi,umd veg;proess CarbonProd;onditions E * IPAR > 0;equations NPP = E * IPAR;proess NoCarbonProd;onditions E * IPAR <= 0;equations NPP = 0;proess PhotoEÆieny;equations E = 0.56 * T1 * T2 * W;proess TempStress1;equations T1 = 0.8 + 0.02 * topt � 0.0005 * topt^2;proess TempStress2;equationsT2 = 1.18/(1 + (e^(0.2 * (topt�temp � 10))))* (1 + (e^(0.3 * (temp � topt � 10))));proess WaterStress;onditions PET != 0;equations W = 0.5 + 0.5 * (eet / PET);proess NoEvapoTrans;onditions PET == 0;equations W = 0.5;proess EvapoTrans;onditions temp > 0;equationsPET = 1.6 * (10 * temp / ahi)^A * pet tw m;proess NoEvapoTrans;onditions temp <= 0;equations PET = 0;proess HeatAdj;equations A = (6.75 * 10^-7 * ahi^3) �(0.0000771 * ahi^2) + (0.01792 * ahi) + 0.49239;proess StressComb;equations IPAR = FPARFAS * monthly solar *(days per month * 0.0864) * 0.5;proess AbsRadiation;equations FPARFAS = (((1 + fas ndvi / 1000) /(1 � fas ndvi / 1000)) � 1.08) / srdi�;intrinsi srdi�;variable umd veg;mapping A ! 3.06, B ! 4.35, C ! 4.35, D ! 4.05,E ! 5.09, F ! 3.06, G ! 4.05, H ! 4.05,I ! 4.05, J ! 5.09, K ! 4.05;prodution and absorption of atmospheri trae gases,hanges in major vegetation types, and the net pro-dution of arbon by plants. For our revision task, wehose a portion of the model that fouses on arbonprodution, denoted by NPP, at di�erent loations onthe globe. Computational revision of this submodel has



Table 3: Initial and revised values for the intrinsi property srdi�.Vegetation type A B C D E F G H I J Koriginal values 3.06 4.35 4.35 4.05 5.09 3.06 4.05 4.05 4.05 5.09 4.05Prometheus revision 2.52 4.48 0.01 2.84 3.31 3.27 2.31 0.01 1.71 2.84 1.04Saito et al. revision 2.57 4.77 2.20 3.99 3.70 3.46 2.34 0.34 2.72 3.46 1.60been the subjet of a previous publiation [16℄, whihmakes it a good problem for evaluating our system.Table 2 presents the submodel for prediting NPP astin the proess modeling formalism. In this ase, thereare no di�erential equations, but a number of proessesinlude onditions, suh as the two responsible for pre-diting the potential evapotranspirationPET . Note alsothe �nal entry, whih spei�es a mapping from vege-tation type (one of 11 letters) onto di�erent values ofsrdi� , whih relates to the absorption of solar radiation.Using this enoding for the NPP model, we revisitedthe revisions reported by Saito et al. [16℄. These hadinluded hanges to parameters in the equations for T2and PET, the struture of the E equation, and the in-trinsi values for the variable srdi�, whih maps nominalvalues to numeri ones. To support these revisions, weneeded three generi proesses to speify the variabletypes and parameter onstraints for PhotoEÆieny,TempStress2, and EvapoTrans, along with statementsabout the range of numeri values allowed for srdi�.In addition, we provided another generi proess thatould replae the one used to ompute the photosyn-theti eÆieny E. This took the formgeneri proess PhotoEÆienyGen;variables S1fstressg,S2fstressg,S3fstressg,FfeÆienyg;equations F = [0,0.56,100℄ * S1^[0,1,5℄* S2^[0,1,5℄ * S3^[0,1,5℄;whih has a funtional form that is somewhat more gen-eral than the original proess, allowing the variables S1,S2, and S3, whih must have type stress, to take onpowers between 0 and 5, with 1 as their default.We invoked Prometheus' revision module with thisbakground knowledge, requesting that it onsider al-tering the proesses TempStress2, EvapoTrans, and Pho-toEÆieny, shown in Table 2, along with the intrinsivalues for srdi�. We provided the system with the same303 training observations as used in the earlier study,whih ontained measurements for some variables in themodel that had been olleted from ground stations. Inseparate runs, we asked the system to onsider revisingthese omponents both individually and together.

Prometheus' individual revisions of TempStress2 andEvapoTrans produed equations with the parametersT2 = 28.01 / [1 + e^(-0.0058 * (topt� temp + 160.1))℄* [1 + e^(-0.03 * (temp � topt � 91.5))℄PET = 1.44 * (9.40 * temp / ahi)^A * pet tw mThese revisions are not very enlightening, although theyredued the ross-validated error by three and two per-ent, respetively. Saito et al. [16℄ reported similar re-sults, and these runs partly reprodued their �ndings.However, when asked to revise the PhotoEÆieny byonsidering not only parameter hanges but also dif-ferent funtional forms, the system seleted the latter,giving a six perent error redution with the equationE = 0.53 * T1^0.0 * T2^0.055 * W^0.0for the predition of photosyntheti eÆieny. Theseresults are more interesting, as they suggest that thestress variables T1 and W have e�etively no inueneon E. The Earth sientists were intrigued with this out-ome, sine it suggests that simplifying their model anatually improve its �t.Saito et al. also applied their method to revise the 11values of the intrinsi property srdi�. For Prome-theus to revise intrinsi values, it need only searh forthe best-�tting parameters that fall within the spei-�ed range for eah nominal value. In this ase, revisionyielded the results shown in Table 3, whih redued er-ror by nine perent and whih are generally similar tothose found in the earlier study. The main di�erenesour on the vegetation types (C and H) for whih fewdata were available, so that we annot treat either resultas espeially reliable.More important, our interative environment lets theuser revise multiple proesses simultaneously, somethingthat Saito et al.'s system did not support. When weasked Prometheus to onsider altering the proessesTempStress2, EvapoTrans, and PhotoEÆieny, as wellas the 11 srdi� values, it produed a revised model thatontained hanges only to EvapoTrans and srdi�, leav-ing the other two proesses unmodi�ed. However, thesealterations produed an even greater redution in error,in this ase over 12 perent.



Table 4: Comparison of revision results for Saitoet al.'s method and Prometheus.Equation Saito et al. PrometheusRMSE err. red. RMSE err. red.T2 457:8 0:02 453:7 0:03PET 464:3 0:01 460:9 0:02E 443:3 0:05 439:8 0:06srdi� 432:4 0:08 424:6 0:09All revisions N/A N/A 409:8 0:12Table 4 summarizes the key statistis for the resultsobtained with Prometheus and Saito et al.'s method.For eah revision, we report the root mean squared er-ror (RMSE) on the dependent variable NPP for therevised model and the error redution over the origi-nal amount of 467.9. As the table shows, the two ap-proahes improved the model's �t to data by about thesame amounts, even though they used di�erent meth-ods for parameter optimization. It also highlights thefat that Prometheus an revise several aspets of amodel, whih in this ase produed substantial improve-ments that were not possible with the earlier approah.Another lear advantage is that Prometheus does notrequire the user to speify a new error funtion for eahrevision, whih would make the task intratable for allbut experts in parameter �tting. Instead, the envi-ronment requires only that it have aess to a libraryof generi proesses that it should onsider during itssearh for improved models. In this example, we intro-dued the neessary bakground knowledge just beforealling the revision module, but in normal use it wouldalready be stored in a library of generi proesses thathas been developed by the sienti� ommunity.In summary, we have shown that Prometheus anarry out a number of distint revisions to its quan-titative proess models, from hanging the values ofparameters and intrinsi values to replaing one fun-tional form with another. The framework lets the useronstrain the searh for improved models by speifyingwhih proesses to alter and how it might hange them,and provides the ability to revise a number of modelomponents in a single run. Thus, Prometheus o�ersa signi�ant advane over previous revision methods,whih were less exible and muh more diÆult to use.
6. DiscussionOur approah to sienti� modeling inorporates ideasfrom two previously disonneted literatures { simu-lation environments and omputational sienti� dis-overy. With respet to the former, Prometheus hasmany similarities to modeling frameworks like STELLA

[15℄ and MATLAB [12℄. These also let the user spe-ify quantitative models in terms of mathematial equa-tions, edit these models, and invoke a simulator to gen-erate preditions. Moreover, they provide a graphialinterfae that lets the user display and inspet the log-ial struture of these mathematial models.Our approah also shares many features with Keller's [7℄SIGMA, another graphial environment that takes aninterative approah to model building, visualization,and analysis, though it also provides extensive heksto ensure model onsisteny and handle unit onver-sions. Stikel et al. [18℄ report still another approahto synthesizing simulation programs; their AMPHIONsystem lets the user speify a model using a graphialinterfae, then draws on software libraries to ompilethe model into exeutable ode.However,Prometheusmoves beyond these earlier mod-eling environments by requiring the user to organizeequations into proesses . This idea plays a entral rolein many sienti� disiplines, but previous quantitativesimulation languages have not supported it. The mainexeption omes from Forbus and Falkenhainer [6℄, whodeveloped a self-explanatory simulator that reates nu-merial simulation ode from a ombination of qualita-tive and quantitative strutures. Their SIMGEN sys-tem exploits qualitative mathematis to provide ausalexplanations and produes numerial output that anbe embedded in training simulators and other software.Prometheus goes farther to support omputational re-vision of models in response to data, onstrained bydomain knowledge in the form of generi proesses andinput from the user. MATLAB inludes failities for �t-ting a model's parameters to data, but it annot alterthe basi struture of a model.Prometheus also inorporates many ideas from earlierwork on omputational sienti� disovery. In partiu-lar, it adopts the metaphor of heuristi searh through aspae of andidate hypotheses or models guided by theirability to �t the data. Our approah di�ers from otherquantitative disovery work (e.g., [10℄, [19℄, [22℄) by fo-using on proess models, rather than on independentsets of equations, and by emphasizing model revisionrather than generation, though it borrows ideas on thisfront from earlier e�orts, espeially Saito et al. [16℄.The environment also draws upon the notion of usingexpliit domain knowledge to onstrain the searh formodels. For example, Easley and Bradley [4℄ utilizegeneralized equations as bakground knowledge in theirapproah to identifying di�erential equation models ofdynami systems. Similarly, Todorovski and D~zeroski's[19℄ LaGramge asts bakground knowledge in termsof ontext-free grammars that speify the spae of equa-tions to onsider. Prometheus inorporates a similarmehanism, but states its domain knowledge in termsof generi proesses rather than these other formalisms.



Todorovski and D~zeroski [20℄ also report an approahto revising quantitative models, in partiular the NPPmodel onsidered earlier. However, their framework re-quires the user to speify the spae of andidate mod-els as a grammar, whih will be neither familiar or es-peially ommuniable to most sientists. In ontrast,Prometheus enodes onstraints on models in termsof generi proesses that make ontat with both theoneptual ontent and the formalisms familiar to manydomain experts.But the main di�erene from earlier disovery researhonerns the interative nature of our environment. Pre-vious work on omputational sienti� disovery has fo-used almost exlusively on automated methods, whilePrometheus aims expliitly to support sientists ratherthan to replae them. This philosophy is onsistentwith a general trend in arti�ial intelligene researhtoward advisory systems, but it means we have hadto address issues of human-omputer interation thatsome algorithm-oriented researhers will �nd uninter-esting. Nevertheless, suh issues must reeive seriousattention if we hope to develop omputational assistantsthat pratiing sientists will use on a regular basis.We should note that Prometheus is not quite the �rstdisovery environment designed to aept user input.For example, Vald�es-P�erez' [21℄ Mehem lets users in-uene its searh for hemial reation pathways bysetting swithes that speify onstraints, expressed interms familiar to hemists, that the inferred pathwaysmust satisfy. Another example is Mithell et al.'s [13℄Daviand, whih enourages users to diret its searhfor quantitative relations in metallurgial data, pro-vides ontrol points where they an inuene its hoies,and presents its results in terms of graphial displaysand funtional forms that are familiar to metallurgists.Both systems have been used to produe novel resultsthat have appeared in the refereed sienti� literature.However, the researh losest to our own omes fromMahidadia and Compton [11℄, who report an integratedenvironment for the revision of ausal models. TheirJustAid system starts with a user-provided model andreommends hanges to this model that would improveits �t to experimental results, heking with the user be-fore implementing them. Our e�orts share many goals,inluding a onern with enoding knowledge in formsfamiliar to domain sientists, a fous on model revi-sion, and an emphasis on interative disovery ratherthan automated methods. The primary di�erene isthat their work onentrates on qualitative modeling,whereas ours enters on quantitative modeling.One topi for further researh involves extending themodeling language to inorporate the notion of subsys-tems that map to physial entities. This should let usersmanage models of inreased omplexity and provide ad-

ditional onstraints on the revision proess, provided weaugment bakground knowledge to inlude generi sys-tems for the domain. We should also inorporate an-other form of domain knowledge { a taxonomy of quan-titative proesses { that would let users speify initialmodels in more abstrat terms while still onstrainingtheir revision.Another important extension would enable the revisionmodule to add new proesses to the urrent model, re-move existing ones, and even inorporate new variablesand assoiated proesses. To this end, we an adaptmethods that we have desribed elsewhere [9℄ for indu-ing models by omposing generi proesses. Moreover,we should develop a more interative version of the envi-ronment that produes a number of andidate revisionswhih it then presents to the user for evaluation.Finally, we should test Prometheus on models anddata from additional sienti� domains in order to pro-vide evidene of its generality, and we should study itsuse by sientists in ontrolled settings, whih shouldhelp us evaluate its suitability as a pratial modelingtool. Suh studies, and the improvements that resultfrom them, should take us loser to an interative en-vironment for modeling and disovery that e�etivelyaids sienti� researh.
7. Concluding RemarksIn this paper, we desribed an interative environment,Prometheus, for the onstrution and revision of si-enti� models. The system relies entrally on a a newformalism for enoding both models and domain knowl-edge that is ommuniable to sientists and useful foronstraining searh through the model spae, thus �ll-ing a gap in earlier disovery systems.We applied our framework to the revision of an exist-ing eosystem model that involved the same hangesattempted in earlier work. The resulting models hadapproximately the same auray as the previous revi-sions, but they required must less e�ort, sine Prome-theus needed no ustom modi�ation of the equations,reation of error funtions, or reformulation of the model.Moreover, the environment let us onsider ombinationsof hanges that were not possible in the earlier sheme,whih suggests that it o�ers a more powerful approahto model revision.In summary, our researh on Prometheus ontributesto the the apture of sienti� knowledge along a num-ber of fronts. These inlude a new formalism for repre-senting quantitative models and interative tools thatlet the user visualize, simulate, analyze, and revise mod-els enoded in this notation. Together, they provide auni�ed omputational framework that should aid sien-tists in their modeling e�orts.
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